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The Five Thieves of Happiness
by John Izzo, foreword by Marshall Goldsmith

From bestselling author John Izzo comes this practical and inspirational guide

to happiness—not finding happiness, but protecting the innate sense of well-

being that resides within each of us at every moment.

Dr. Izzo says that happiness and contentment are our natural states—and

cites ancient spiritual traditions and modern neuroscience to back himself up.

It was on a sabbatical he took to find out why he lacked a sense of joy in his

life, despite being a successful consultant, speaker, and author that he

realized what the cause of much of our unhappiness is. Reflecting as he

walked the Camino de Santiago in Spain, and spent time in the deserts of

Morocco and high in the Andes of Peru, he saw that there are specific mental

activities and attitudes that take our happiness from us. He calls them the five

thieves of happiness: the thief of control, the thief of conceit, the thief of

coveting, the thief of consumption, and the thief of comfort. This is a thoughtful

exploration of why we let each of these thieves in, how they steal our

happiness from us, and what attitudes we can adopt and actions we can take

to effectively lock them out.

Author Bio

John B. Izzo, Ph.D. has devoted the past 25 years of his life and career to

facilitating deeper conversations about values, work, life, leadership and

success. He has worked with thousands of leaders, professionals and front-

line colleagues in setting ranging from high tech to high touch, hotels to

hospitals, and from government agencies to entrepreneurial start-ups.

Drawing on his early work in ministry and thousands of programs on creating

“Spirited Workplaces,” Izzo challenges people to stick to live their values,

connect with each other and to humbly balance achievement with fulfillment.
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Notes

Promotion
+ $50,000 Publicity and promotion budget

+ National radio and TV interviews

+ National print publicity campaign to spirituality,

lifestyle, and business magazines, including Fast

Company, Working Woman, Psychology Today, Inc.,

Work and Life, Woman’s World, Tikkun, Real Simple,

Shambala Sun, Redbook, and Greater Good and to

major daily newspapers including Wall Street Journal,

LA Times, USA Today, etc.

+ Online publicity campaign targeting personal growth

and spirituality websites and blogs

+ Promotion in conjunction with author’s 65 speaking

engagements per year

+ Enewsletter promotion to over 45,000 contacts

+ Online promotion on the author’s website http:

//drjohnizzo.com/

+ Promotion through social media on Facebook,

LinkedIn, Twitter, Youtube

LEAD
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Prisoners of Our Thoughts
Viktor Frankl's Principles for Discovering Meaning in Life and

Work

by Alex Pattakos and Elaine Dundon, foreword by Stephen

Covey

World-renowned psychiatrist Viktor Frankl’s Man’s Search for Meaning was

named by the Library of Congress as one of the 10 most influential books of

the 20th century. Dr. Frankl’s story of finding a reason to live in the most

horrible circum-stance imaginable—Nazi concentration camps—continues to

inspire millions.

Drawing on the entire body of Frankl’s work, Pattakos and Dundon elaborate

seven “Core Principles” and demonstrate how they can be applied to every

day life and work in the 21st century. These principles include the ultimate

freedom to choose our attitude no matter the situation, the idea most closely

associated with Frankl – but his ageless wisdom goes well beyond this. This

third edition is revised and up-dated throughout and includes three new

chapters: looking at meaning in a holistic, integrated way; envisioning what a

meaning-centered world would look like; and exploring Frankl’s legacy in the

21st century. Prisoners of Our Thoughts opens up new opportunities for

finding personal meaning through living an authentic life.

Author Bio

Alex Pattakos is affectionately nicknamed "Dr. Meaning," and is co-founder of

The Meaning Group. He is also the founder of the OPA! Center for Meaning in

Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA, Toronto, Canada, and Crete, Greece. He is also

the coauthor of The OPA! Way: Finding Joy & Meaning in Everyday Life &

Work, that is uniquely inspired by Greek philosophy, mythology, and culture

(the first Greek-inspired "self-help" book (he is of Cretan heritage himself).

Stephen R. Covey was the author of several books, including the iconic

bestseller The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. He passed away in 2012. 

Elaine Dundon, MBA, is the cofounder of the Global Meaning Institute. She is

passionate about helping people find meaning in their personal and work

lives, as well as helping organizations create meaning-centered workplaces to

deliver products and services that truly make a meaningful difference. She

began her career in brand management at Procter & Gamble. A thought

leader in the field of personal and organizational innovation, she authored the

best-selling book The Seeds of Innovation and created the groundbreaking

course on innovation management at the University of Toronto. Her work

evolved to the 'human side of innovation,' incorporating meaning, leadership,
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Notes

Promotion
+ Promotion through the author’s Global Meaning

Center, a recognized leader in the field of meaning,

which provides training, including certification,

speaking, mentoring, and strategic advising services to

individual and organizational clients

+ Promotion in conjunction with the author’s active

speaking schedule

+ National publicity campaign targeting spirituality and

business publications, website, and bloggers

+ E-newsletter promotion to 20,000 contacts

+ Promotion through social media on Facebook,

LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube

+ Promotion online through the authors’ website: http:

//www.globalmeaninginstitute.com/
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Cultural Intelligence
Surviving and Thriving in the Global Village

by David Thomas and Kerr Inkson

Globalization means that we need to be prepared to interact with people from

a wide range of cultures. But it’s just not possible to learn the particular

customs and traits of every culture you might regularly come into contact with.

Cultural Intelligence teaches techniques and people skills that will allow you to

function effectively in any culture. Instead of providing a laundry list of

culturally specific dos and don’ts, Thomas and Inkson show how to disable

your “cultural cruise control” and pay attention, in a mindful and creative way,

to cues in cross-cultural situations. Over time you’ll develop a repertoire of

skills appropriate to different intercultural settings and will be able to choose

the right ones for any given interaction—what the authors call CQ, or cultural

intelligence.

This third edition has been updated throughout and broadens the focus

beyond business to include organizations of all kinds—nonprofits,

governments, educational institutions, and more. And it places a greater

emphasis on the active development of CQ, including a new scale for

measuring your level of CQ.

Author Bio

Location: Vancouver, BC

David C. Thomas is Professor of International Management and Director of

the Center for Global Workforce Strategy at Simon Fraser University,

Vancouver. He also currently serves as Director of the PhD program in

business administration.

Kerr C. Inkson is an adjunct professor at the University of Waikato, New

Zealand, and an honorary professor at Excelerator: The New Zealand

Leadership Institute at the University of Auckland. He is the author or coauthor

of fourteen books.
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Notes

Promotion
• Major promotion in conjunction with author speaking

at the Academy of Management conference and other

professional conferences

• Print publicity campaign to business and

management media outlets

• Textbook email marketing campaigns to rented list of

professors in business in business schools and

through B-K’s email list

• E-newsletter promotion to 22,000 contacts

• Social media promotion on LinkedIn and Twitter
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Crunch Time
How to Be Your Best When It Matters Most

by Rick Peterson and Judd Hoekstra, foreword by Billy Beane

Everybody faces high-pressure situations, and in today’s fast-paced,

hypercompetitive world it’s arguably worse than ever. But ace pitching coach

Rick Peterson and organization and leadership expert Judd Hoekstra say our

ineffective response to pressure often causes us to perform far below our

capabilities.

Peterson has less than a minute to help a struggling athlete performing in

front of millions and flip from butterflies to boldness. His breakthrough is to

use “reframing” to recast any situation from a perceived threat or crisis to a

positive opportunity. Using dozens of stories from his long career, he and

Hoekstra offer six different ways anyone can get a new perspective that will

keep them from striking out when the heat’s on. These techniques are

explicitly made applicable far beyond the pitching mound—anyone can learn

to outthink their brains with the power of reframing.

Author Bio

Rick Peterson has coached some of baseball’s best pitchers in the past 20

years, including Cy Young Award winners and Hall of Famers. He was the

Oakland Athlet’s pitching coach during the famed Moneyball era, and has

served as a coach with the New York Mets, Chicago White Sox, Pittsburgh

Pirates and Milwaukee Brewers. He is currently Director of Pitching

Development with the Baltimore Orioles. He holds a combined degree in

psychology and art.

Judd Hoekstra is Director of Client Solutions at the Ken Blanchard

Companies. He received the company?s prestigious Founders? Award, given

in recognition of outstanding contribution to Blanchard?s intellectual property,

faster than anyone in the history of the company. 

Billy Beane is Executive Vice President of Baseball Operations for the

Oakland Athletics. He has been with the organization since 1993.
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Notes

Promotion
+ $30,000 marketing and publicity budget

+ National radio and TV interviews

+ National publicity campaign targeting Psychology

Today, Fast Company, Forbes, Fortune, T+D, Success,

Men’s Health, Esquire, Parenting, and syndicated

business columnists at daily newspapers

+ Online publicity campaign to business websites and

leadership bloggers, including Inc.com, FastCoExist.

com, CEO.com, 800ceoread.com, For-tune.com, and

Forbes.com

+ Promotion through the Ken Blanchard Companies

+ Promotion in conjunction with author keynote

speeches

+ Corporate and organizational bulk sales to key

clients and BK's custom-ers

+ Social media promotion through Facebook, Twitter,

LinkedIn
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The Revolution Where You Live
Stories from a 12,000-Mile Journey Through a New America

by Sarah van Gelder, foreword by Danny Glover

YES! magazine cofounder Sarah van Gelder was worried about the current

state of American society. Environmental destruction, growing poverty, urban

decay, rural decline—it’s a long list. Can we turn this around, she wondered?

Are there answers we haven’t found yet? She confided her fears to a friend,

who said to her, “If the universe could deploy the one small person that is you,

what would it have you do?” Her answer surprised them both: “I’d go out

traveling and see for myself.”

So driving a 12-year-old Toyota pick-up truck with a tiny camper hand-painted

by a Suquamish artist, van Gelder visited 18 states and five Indian

reservations, big cities and small towns. She wanted to meet people at the

margins of society who were the least embedded in the big institutions that

reward status quo thinking.

And she came away believing that a profound change is sweeping the

country. She went to all kinds of places and met all kinds of people who were

dealing with very different problems, but what united them all was best

summed up by a phrase she saw on a mural in Newark: “We the People

LOVE This Place.” It is through the connection we each have to place—our

physical and ecological place and also the human community—that we are

creating a new America.

Author Bio

Sarah van Gelder is the co-founder and Editor-at-Large at YES! Magazine.

She leads the framing and development of each issue, and writes a column

introducing each issue. Sarah writes interviews and stories and blogs at YES!,

blogs on Huffington Post, and speaks on cutting-edge innovations that show

that another world is not only possible, it is being created.

Danny Glover is an American actor, film director, and political activist.
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Notes

Promotion
+ $25,000 marketing and publicity budget

+ National publicity campaign through the YES!

community, media consortium members, targeted

national and regional TV and radio, targeted

progressive publications, and online publicity venues

+ Aggressive promotion through YES! Magazine

(41,000 subscribers), the Yes! weekly e-newsletter

(80,000 contacts) and social media outreach (40,000

Twitter followers and 30,000 Facebook likes),

yesmagazine.com

+ Online promotion to truthout.org, orion.com,

upworthy.com, grist.org, alternet.org

+ Promotion through the author’s column on

HuffingtonPost.com

+ Grassroots marketing through communities and

organizations that are pursuing social change,

including BALLE (Business Alliance for Local Living

Economies, 20,000), Institute for Noetic Sciences

(30,000), and Institute for Policy Studies

+ Social media promotion on Facebook, Twitter,
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The Transformational Consumer
Fuel a Lifelong Love Affair with Your Customers by Helping

Them Get Healthier, Wealthier, and Wiser

by Tara-Nicholle Nelson

There is a massive and growing customer group that is highly engaged with

one subject: changing their own behavior to be healthier, wealthier, and wiser.

Unlike the average consumer, these people are eager and excited to connect

with businesses—if they’ll help them make these very difficult changes.

Nelson calls these people “transformational consumers.”

This book helps leaders understand these consumers, learn the business of

behavior change, and rethink their products, services, marketing, and

companies to meet the demands of this hyper-growth, trillion-dollar-plus

transformational consumer market. Through revealing examples and case

studies, Nelson details seven shifts that businesses must make to engage

transformational consumers: change what you sell, change your business

model, change how you define “your customer,” change your marketing,

change your metrics, change how you define “the competition,” and change

your culture.The companies that successfully reorient to reach and engage

transformational consumers will escape the dilemma of disengagement and

will continue to thrive, no matter how many new social media channels,

distracting apps, or competitors they face.

Author Bio

Tara-Nicholle Nelson is best known as having been the first and only VP,

Marketing for MyFitnessPal, now part of Under Armour Connected Fitness.

Over 120 million people worldwide use Under Armour Connected Fitness

apps to get an around-the-clock view of their food and fitness activities.

In Tara’s first year on the job, MyFitnessPal grew from 45 million to 90 million

users, and went from raising an $18 million Series A to the acquisition by

Under Armour for $475 million.

Tara's deep understanding of neuropsychology, behavioral economics,

consumer content consumption patterns, brand and digital strategy and Lean

marketing methodology powers her approach, strategies and systems.

Tara holds a Master's degree in Psychology and a Juris Doctorate from the

University of California, Berkeley. Tara is the Board President of City Slicker

Farms, a non-profit community farming and food security organization in West

Oakland.
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Notes

Promotion
• $75,000 marketing and publicity budget

• Major digital and content marketing strategy:

• Placement of bylined posts, articles, guest post

series, and excerpts in Inc., Wall Street Journal, Fast

Company, Harvard Business Reveiw, AdAge,

TechCrunch, Business Insider, Media Bistro

• Co-branded reports and white papers through AmEx

Open Forum, AdAge, Marketo, Rock Health, Content

Marketing Institute

• Three book trailer videos, author interview videos, 3-

part transformational consumer video series for

AdAge, Inc. or similar top-tier outlet

• Book website with bi-monthly e-newsletter promotion

• Social media promotion via engagement strategies

and advertising on Twitter (6,600 followers), Facebook

(7,000 fans), Goodreads, LinkedIn, Amazon reviews

and video series, Google Adsense, and Quora

• National radio and TV interviews
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Leaders Made Here
Building a Leadership Culture

by Mark Miller

The most important attribute high performing organizations have in common is

that they are well led. Every organization dreams of having enough leaders.

Yet too many organizations take a haphazard or inconsistent approach to

leadership development. The result is a dearth of leaders and a failure to

leverage the full capacity of the enterprise.

Leadership guru and top Chick-fil-A executive, Mark Miller, describes how any

organization can create a culture in which leaders are routinely and

systematically developed, resulting in a surplus of leaders. Miller details how

to nurture leaders throughout the organization, from the front lines to the

executive ranks. He provides a game plan for organizations to create a deep

leadership bench.

To help bring the ideas to life, Miller uses the story of Charles, a new

executive, as he and his team discover best practices from around the world

to ensure a continuous supply of capable leaders. Charles and his team then

translate their findings into a practical plan that any organization can use to

create a leadership culture that will assure sustainable competitive advantage

and long-term success.

Author Bio

Mark began his Chick-fil-A career working as an hourly team member in 1977.

In 1978, Mark joined the corporate staff working in the warehouse and

mailroom. Since that time, he has provided leadership for Corporate

Communications, Field Operations, Quality and Customer Satisfaction,

Training and Development, and today, he serves as the Vice President,

Organizational Effectiveness. During his time with Chick-fil-A, annual sales

have grown to almost five billion dollars. The company has more than 1,750

restaurants in thirty-nine states and the District of Columbia.
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Notes

Promotion
MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS

+ $25,000 publicity and promotion budget

+ National publicity targeting business publications

including Success, Forbes, Fortune, Chief Learning

Officer, Entrepreneur Magazine, and BusinessWeek

and workplace writers at the top daily newspapers

+ Major online publicity campaign targeting Forbes.

com, Entrepreneur.com, Fastcompany.com, and 100

bloggers focused on business and leadership topics

+ Promotion in conjunction with Miller’s speaking

engagements

+ Promotion to 10,000 Chick-fil-A employees

+ Social media promotion through Mark Miller's

growing networks (Twitter-@LeadersServe 101K

followers; Facebook 2291 friends; LinkedIn over 500

connections)
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A Leadership Kick in the Ass
How to Learn from Rough Landings, Blunders, and Missteps

by Bill Treasurer, foreword by Clint Hurdle

It’s a sad fact. You have to be bad at leading others before you can learn to be

good at it. Sooner or later, every leader runs into a wall of incompetence,

weakness, or hubris that Treasurer calls “the leadership kick in the ass.” Do

you derail from being a leader or learn from scraping your knees?

Treasurer finds that the most difficult problem leaders face is finding the right

midpoint between overconfidence and indecisiveness or weakness. Just

about everyone lands on the wrong side of this tough balance at some point

—and that’s when they get their asses kicked. Although most leaders say it

can be a very valuable experience, Steve Jobs, who definitely favored one

side, famously said “Getting fired was the best thing that ever happened to

me.” This book is a survival guide, coach, and morale booster to help the

reader master the art of “confident humility.“ If you succeed, the next place

you get kicked might be upstairs.

Author Bio

Bill Treasurer is the Chief Encouragement Officer at Giant Leap Consulting

(GLC), a courage-building company. Bill's insights have been featured in over

100 newspapers, including The Washington Post, The NY Daily News, The

Chicago Tribune, the Boston Herald, and Investor's Business Daily, and in

such magazines as Leader-to-Leader, Woman's Day, Parent, American Way,

and The Harvard Management Update. Among Bill’s clients are Accenture,

Saks Fifth Avenue, UBS Bank, SPANX, Hugo Boss, the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention, the U.S. Forest Service, and the U.S. Veteran's

Administration.
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Notes

Promotion
+ $30,000 marketing and publicity budget

+ National publicity campaign targeting T+D, Success,

Wall Street Journal, Investor’s Business Daily,

Bloomberg BusinessWeek, Harvard Business Review,

Fast Company, Forbes, Fortune, and syndicated

business columnists at daily newspapers

+ Online publicity campaign to business websites and

100 leadership bloggers, including 800ceoread.com,

Fortune.com, Forbes.com, and Inc.com

+ Online marketing and social media buzz through

working with Weaving Influence (the author’s online

publicist) on a launch campaign, leveraging the BK

community to promote the book, email promotion to

BK's (22,000) and Bill's (5,000) email lists, and

webinars through HR.com, Monster.com, HRDQ.com

and CCL.com

+ Promotion in conjunction with author speaking

through keynotes at conferences and training and

workshops in organizations

+ Corporate and organizational bulk sales to 100 key
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Humility is the New Smart
Rethinking Human Excellence in the Smart Machine Age

by Edward Hess and Katherine Ludwig

In nearly every industry, smart machines are replacing human labor. It’s not

just factory jobs—automated technologies are handling people’s investments,

diagnosing illnesses, and analyzing written documents. If we humans are

going to endure, Edward Hess and Katherine Ludwig say we’re going to need

a dose of humility.

We need to be humble enough to let go of the idea that “smart” means

knowing the most, using that information quickest, and making the fewest

mistakes. Smart machines will always be better than we are at those things.

Instead, we need to cultivate important abilities that smart machines don’t

have (yet): thinking critically, creatively, and innovatively, and building close

relationships with others so we can collaborate effectively. Hess and Ludwig

call this being NewSmart.

To develop these abilities we need to practice four specific behaviors: keeping

our egos out of our way, managing our thoughts and emotions to curb any

biases or defensiveness, listening to others with an open mind; and

connecting with others socially and emotionally. What all these behaviors

have in common is, again, humility—avoiding self-centeredness so we can

learn from and work with other humans. Hess and Ludwig offer a guide to

developing these NewSmart abilities, and to creating organizations where

these qualities are encouraged and rewarded.

Author Bio

Edward D. Hess is a Professor of Business Administration and Batten

Executive in-Residence at the Darden Graduate School of Business, The

University of Virginia. He spent over 30 years prior to joining academia as a

lawyer, investment banker, strategy consultant, and entrepreneur. He is the

author or editor of 11 books, over 60 business school cases, and over 60

articles. His work has appeared in over 300 media outlets in the last four

years including WSJ Radio, CNBC, NPR, Fox Business News, Forbes,

Bloomberg Business Week, Investor's Business Daily, Washington Post,

Business Insider, MSNBC Radio, and Money Magazine.

Katherine Ludwig is a business lawyer turned writer and editor. She has spent

the last four years as a research, editing, and publishing associate at the

University of Virginia Darden School of Business.
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Notes

Promotion
+ $25,000 Marketing and publicity budget

+ National Publicity campaign to business media

outlets including Harvard Busi-ness Review,

Bloomberg BusinessWeek, Wall Street Journal,

Investor’s Business Daily, Forbes, HR Magazine,

Wired, FastCoExist.com, Inc.com

+ National TV and Radio interviews on CNBC, Fox

Business, and Bloomberg radio

+ The author is a regular contributor to Forbes.com,

HuffingtonPost.com, and SHRM.org

+ Grassroots marketing to 200,000 people who have

taken one of Ed’s highly rated Coursera MOOCS

dealing with challenges of growing a private business

+ Textbook marketing through the Darden Business

School

+ Social media promotion on LinkedIn, Twitter, and

Facebook

+ Promotion on the Darden School of Business
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Permission to Speak Freely
How the Best Leaders Cultivate a Culture of Candor

by Matt Kincaid and Doug Crandall

What if some of the most powerful words in your organization were, “I’m not

sure,” “I need help,” and “I have a new idea...” What if people could simply

communicate what they are really thinking without fear of having a bad idea?

When you are in a leadership position, your people should feel comfortable to

learn from and brainstorm with you. It is your responsibility to create an

authentic environment characterized by honesty and trust that encourages

everyone to share their ideas. When your people don’t speak up, it’s not their

problem —it’s yours.

Building a culture in which people are about to say anything opens up

pathways to innovation that would otherwise not exist. Ultimately, this book is

a letter to leaders—filled with experience, research, and practicality. Peering

inside vast array of organizations for the past decade, we have seen time and

again leaders are failing to draw out ideas from their introverts and, at the

same time, shutting up their extroverts. There are inhibitors in organizations

that make candid communication unsafe. As a leader, you must recognize and

acknowledge these complex dynamics, then work tirelessly to inspire your

team to speak freely.

Author Bio

Matt Kincaid holds an MBA and a PhD in Leadership Studies from Gonzaga

University. He has been published in both the International Journal of Servant-

Leadership and the International Journal of Leadership Studies. Dr. Kincaid

has led the efforts of three startup companies and worked as a strategic

planning consultant for an array of Fortune 500 companies, including Procter

& Gamble, DuPont, Kellogg’s, Boeing, and Fonterra. As a tenured Professor

of Business and Leadership at Columbia Basin College, Dr. Kincaid is the lead

of the business department and the highest rated instructor in the college's

60-year history.

Doug Crandall is the founding partner of Blue Rudder. He has led multiple

units in the US Army, and spent time in operations at Amazon.com. For five

years, Crandall taught Leadership, Advanced Leadership, and Leading

Organizations through Change at West Point, where he won the Excellence in

Teaching Award. He is the coauthor of two other books, Hope Unseen and

Leadership Lessons from West Point, which have sold over 50,000 copies

worldwide.
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Notes

Promotion
+ National publicity campaign targeting Fast Company,

Forbes, Fortune, Success, Wall Street Journal,

Investor’s Business Daily, Bloomberg BusinessWeek,

Harvard Business Review, T+D, and syndicated

business columnists at daily newspapers

+ Online publicity campaign to business websites and

leadership bloggers, including 800ceoread.com,

Fortune.com, Forbes.com, and Inc.com

+ Promotion in conjunction with keynote speeches and

seminars at USAA, Gap, Pacific Gas and Electric,

American Express, McKinsey and Company,

Accenture Academy, and many others

+ Corporate and bulk sales through their leadership

development programs (3-12 per month)

+ Promotion through the Walmart Leadership

Academy where one of the authors is a faculty

member

+ Promotion the authors’ website: http://www.blue-
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Culture Crossing
Discover the Key to Making Successful Connections in the New

Global Era

by Michael Landers

In an era when people and money are flowing fast across international

boundaries, physically and virtually, culture crashes have become increasingly

frequent, says international business consultant Michael Landers. A culture

crash is what happens when someone unwittingly offends, frustrates or

mystifies a person from a different culture. This can lead to lost business, hurt

feelings, damaged relationships, even international incidents, as when Bill

Gates shook his South Korean host with one hand when he was supposed to

use two (very disrespectful).

So are culture crashes inevitable? No! All cultures fall into certain broad

categories, and if you can figure out what kind of culture you’re dealing with

you can avoid committing a major faux pas. Landers first helps you become

aware of your own culturally conditioned behaviors, perceptions and values,

which seem so “normal” you don’t even notice them (kind of like thinking

you’re not the one with an accent). Then he shows you how to figure out

where a culture lies along continuums like individualistic vs. collectivist, direct

vs. indirect, punctual vs. relaxed, and formal vs. informal. Filled with dozens of

instructive and entertaining stories, this book will point you in the right

direction as you navigate through the new global era.

Author Bio

Michael Landers is the founder and president of Culture Crossing, Inc., a

global consulting company dedicated to finding innovative solutions for groups

and individuals working in challenging global contexts. Michael has conducted

business in over 30 countries, including creating and growing a consultancy

business in Japan, staffing a global advertising conglomerate throughout

Europe, and leading various successful business development initiatives in

Latin America. These experiences have given him a strong understanding of

the pitfalls and challenges business professionals often face while working

with the global community.
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Notes

Promotion
+ $25,000 marketing and publicity budget

+ National radio interviews

+ Media outreach to key business, management, and

leadership publications and websites including Chief

Learning Officer, Entrepreneur, Inc., HR Magazine,

Man-age, Human Resource Executive, Training

Magazine, Workforce, T&D, and Forbes.com

+ Online publicity campaign targeting bloggers focused

on cultural differences and international business

+ Promotion in conjunction with author speaking

engagements 75 times per year to Fortune 500

companies (SAP, Apple), top 100 real estate builders,

fast-growing start ups, and on university campuses

+ International sales and rights (author travels

internationally, has conducted busi-ness in 30

countries, and is fluent in Spanish and Brazilian

Portuguese, proficient in Japanese, and

conversational in Italian)

+ Social media promotion through Facebook, Twitter,

and LinkedIn
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Pacing for Growth
Why Intelligent Restraint Drives Long-term Success

by Alison Eyring, foreword by Marshall Goldsmith

“It’s a marathon, not a sprint.” We hear this truism all the time, but in business

there’s constant pressure to go all out and never let up. Leaders are driven to

set stretch targets, relentlessly reduce costs, launch new initiatives, expand

into new markets, hire more people, develop more capabilities, and execute

flawlessly. It all sounds great—until the company overextends itself and

collapses like a badly trained racehorse in the home stretch.

So what is the right pace for steady, sustainable growth? How do you know

when to push yourself and when to back off? Growth consultant Alison Eyring

(who also happens to be a distance runner) says the answer is what she calls

Intelligent Restraint. Eyring shows precisely how you can evaluate your

company’s current capacity for growth so that you can restrain yourself from

exceeding it, no matter how tempting the supposed “opportunities” seem.

Then she offers a set of practices for gradually building that capacity so that

you can grow steadily but sensibly, in a way that strengthens your company

instead of stretching it to the breaking point

Author Bio

Alison Eyring is the founder and Chief Executive Officer of Organisation

Solutions. She has 25 years of experience in large-scale organization design

and change and executive development. She works closely with global

leaders and their organizations, including Royal/Dutch Shell, BHP Billiton,

Chubb Group of Companies, NEC and Thompson Reuters. She also serves

as an adjunct Associate professor at the National University of Singapore.
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Notes

Promotion
+ National publicity campaign to strategy+business,

Investor’s Business Daily, Inc., Sloan Management

Review, FastCoExist.com, Inc.com, Entrepreneur.com

+ Promotion in conjunction with author speaking

engagements with clients around the world

+ Corporate and organizational sales to author’s

clients worldwide

+ Promotion through associations the author is

connected with, including SIOP, HRPS, SHRM

+ Promotion through the author’s company,

Organisation Solutions, through their website (http:

//www.organisationsolutions.com/), newsletter (2300

contacts), Growth & Leadership Forum, Science &

Practice Learning series, and 50 consultants on six

continents

+ International promotion in Asia and Europe,

particularly in Singapore where the author lives
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Awakening Compassion at Work
The Quiet Power that Elevates People and Organizations

by Monica Worline and Jane Dutton, foreword by Raj Sisodia

We are living in an epidemic of disengagement and despair that calls us to

action. Awakening Compassion at Work answers the call, showing us new

ways to enliven the humanity of work and in so doing addresses the suffering

of the world and creates an innovative, optimistic, and engaged workforce.

Scholars and consultants, Monica Worline and Jane Dutton, approach

compassion in organizations through the lens of new research that helps us

see what compassion is, how we can create it in our everyday work, and the

benefits it offers to both individuals and organizations. They reveal

why compassion is integral to recruiting and retaining talented people,

essential to delivering high quality service and rapid innovation, and

inextricably linked to engagement, collaboration, and adaptability. They

include a tool for assessing your organization’s “compassion potential.” This

book invites change agents, employees, managers, and leaders to tap into the

power of compassion for strategic change, and to build skill in creating

compassion and invigorating the humanity of our basic institutions.

Author Bio

Monica Worline is cofounder and President of Vervago, a company that helps

organizations develop courageous thinking, compassionate leadership, and

an environment that brings people alive. She is an affiliate faculty member of

the Center for Positive Organizations at the Ross School of Business,

University of Michigan; a founding member of the CompassionLab, a research

collaborative housed at the University of Michigan; and a collaborating

scientist at Stanford University’s Center for Compassion and Altruism

Research and Education.

Jane E. Dutton is Professor of Business Administration and Psychology at the

Ross School of Business, University of Michigan, where she is a cofounder of

the Center for Positive Organizations and studies compassion in organizations

at the university?s CompassionLab. She has published over 100 articles and

book chapters, edited 13 books, and is the author of Energize your

Workplace.

Foreword author Raj Sisodia is a professor at Babson College and the co-

founder of Conscious Capitalism, Inc.
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Promotion
+ Promotion via the University of Michigan's Center for

Positive Organizations, CompassionLab, the

International Center for Compassionate Organizations,

Stanford's Center for Compassion and Altruism

Research and Education, and through Monica

Worline's new company EnlivenWork

+ Promotion at the Academy of Management and the

International Association of Positive Psychology

+ Outreach to mainstream and scholarly business

media and selected spiritually-oriented media

+ Sales in conjunction with the authors' speaking

engagements

+ Email marketing for textbook adoptions

+ Social media promotion via LinkedIn and Twitter
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The People Equation
Why Innovation Is People, Not Products

by Deborah Perry Piscione and David Crawley

For too long, companies and their leadership teams focused primarily on their

products or services. Leaders are deeply dialed into the minutiae of their

companies’ operations. But veteran Silicon Valley consultant Deborah Perry

Piscione says investments in new technologies or operations do not create

innovations—people do. For innovation to happen organizations need to be

people-centric. In this breakthrough book she shows how, by following her

People Equation, every organization can develop a mindset, an organizational

structure, and a product development process that will maximize creativity and

innovation.

Using examples from her own consulting work and from her deep research

into successful business practices, Piscione shows how to create a culture

where risk-taking is rewarded, mavericks are encouraged, collaboration

between highly competent people is nurtured, and, when experiments and

new initiatives are proposed, the response is to ask “how” rather than question

why. This requires upending the usual organizational pyramid, giving more

decision-making power to front-line workers and less to the C-level executives

traditionally at the top. Once this is all in place you can take advantage of

Piscione twelve-stop Improvisational Innovation process for bringing new

products and services to market. This is a comprehensive guide to harnessing

the creative energy in every organization.

Author Bio

Deborah Perry Piscione is a principal and cofounder of Vorto Consulting. She

and her colleagues work with companies such as Accenture, Apple, NetApp,

Qualcomm, and Tata Consulting, offering on-site management consulting and

a Silicon Valley-based innovation boot camp. Additionally, she collaborates

with IDEO on innovation process. She is the author of the New York Times

bestselling Secrets of Silicon Valley and The Risk Factor.
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Promotion
+ $25,000 marketing and publicity budget

+ National publicity campaign targeting CNN, CNBC,

NPR, Forbes, HR Executive, Harvard Business

Review, The Economist, Wall Street Journal, Investor’s

Business Daily, Leadership Excellence; Fast

Company; Leader to Leader; USA Today; Success;

plus workplace writers at the top 100 daily newspapers

+ Online publicity campaign to business websites and

bloggers, including 800ceoread.com, Fortune.com,

Forbes.com, and Inc.com

+ Promotion in conjunction with the author’s speaking

engagements

+ Major online publicity and launch campaign to

business and leadership websites and blogs

+ Promotion via the author’s 100,000 name personal

email list

+ E-newsletter promotion to 30,000 contacts

+ Social media promotion on Facebook, Twitter,

LinkedIn, and Google+

+ Promotion through the author’s website: www.
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Why Motivating People Doesn't Work . . . and What

Does
The New Science of Leading, Energizing, and Engaging

by Susan Fowler

Top leadership researcher, consultant, and coach Susan Fowler says stop

trying to motivate people! It’s frustrating for everyone involved and it just

doesn’t work. You can’t motivate people—they are already motivated but

generally in superficial and short-term ways. In this book, Fowler builds upon

the latest scientific research on the nature of human motivation to lay out a

tested model and course of action that will help leaders guide their people

toward the kind of motivation that not only increases productivity and

engagement but that gives them a profound sense of purpose and fulfillment.

Fowler argues that leaders still depend on traditional carrot-and-stick

techniques because they haven’t understood their alternatives and don’t know

what skills are necessary to apply the new science of motivation. Her Optimal

Motivation process shows leaders how to move people away from

dependence on external rewards and help them discover how their jobs can

meet the deeper psychological needs—for autonomy, relatedness, and

competence—that science tells us result in meaningful and sustainable

motivation.

Optimal Motivation has been proven in organizations all over the world—

Fowler’s clients include Microsoft, CVS, NASA, the Catholic Leadership

Institute, H&R Block, Mattel, and dozens more. Throughout the book, she

illustrates how each step of the process works using real-life examples. Susan

Fowler ’s book is the groundbreaking answer for leaders who want to get

motivation right!

Author Bio

Susan Fowler has over thirty years’ experience as a researcher, consultant,

and coach in over thirty countries around the globe in the field of self

leadership. She is the creator and lead developer of The Ken Blanchard

Companies’ Optimal Motivation product line as well as the creator and lead

developer of Situational Self Leadership, the organization’s best-of-class self

leadership and personal empowerment program. She is the bestselling

coauthor of three books with Ken Blanchard: Self Leadership and The One

Minute Manager®, Leading at a Higher Level, and Empowerment. She is also

the coauthor of Achieve Leadership Genius, The Team Leader’s Idea-a-Day

Guide, and Good Leaders, Good Shepherds. A catalyst for growth, Fowler is a

senior consulting partner with The Ken Blanchard Companies and a professor

in the Master of Science in Executive Leadership program at the University of

San Diego.
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Promotion
• $25,000 marketing budget

• National publicity targeting business publications

including Forbes, Fortune, Fast Company, strategy

+business, Inc., Success, American Management

Association's MWorld, T&D, Working Woman, Chief

Learning Officer, and workplace writers at the top 100

daily newspapers

• Online publicity campaign targeting Forbes.com,

Fastcompany.com, 800ceoread.com, and 100

bloggers focused on business and leadership topics

• Promotion in conjunction with the author's speaking

engagements as an active trainer and keynoter with

The Ken Blanchard Company and their Optimal

Motivation trainings, events such as the Blanchard

Client Summit, public workshops, ASTD Convention,

SHRM convention, Catholic Leadership Institute,

University of San Diego, and the Self-Determination

Theory Community

• Online promotion via the Ken Blanchard Company's

Ignite e-newsletter (50,000 subscribers), webinars
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